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If You Admire the View,
You Are a Friend Of Kananaskis
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The Critters of Kananaskis: Northern Flicker

Executive Director's Report
by Nancy Ouimet

Although the fall weather has settled in, we haven't slowed down - yet. We will continue our work
throughout October, upcoming projects are listed below.

Volunteer Projects Update
Lantern Creek/Picklejar Lakes Trail - We had a productive last day
working on Lantern Creek, completing all that Alberta Parks wanted us
to do. Volunteers worked on various reroutes that will significantly
improve the trail. One observation from all of the volunteers who worked
on this trail: no one had any idea this trail was so popular. The lakes it
accesses are beautiful, so add it to your list of hikes to do!

High Rockies Trail - This Friends-lead project has kept us busy this
summer! We spent 10 days resurfacing the trail to improve its tread
between the Three Sisters Dam and Driftwood. After a summer of
work, we only had about 220 meters of trail to finish - which we
completed on September 24th! That's the volunteer crew planting "The
Last Spike" (which was actually a broken tent peg we found) with the
last load of gravel in the photo to the right. A BIG thank you to all the
volunteers who helped on this project. It was a unique project, working
with the gas powered wheelbarrows, which required good team work
and problem solving when equipment didn't cooperate.

Razor's Edge Connector - The
Razor’s Edge Connector includes
approximately 2 km of new trail
between the Razor’s Edge and Quaite
Valley Trails. The construction of this
northwest connector will direct users off
McConnell Ridge prior to its approach
to the TransCanada Highway. The
purpose of the connector trail is to
increase public safety by moving
people away from the busy highway
and back to the trailhead via a new
single-track trail. Building this
connector is an important step in
Alberta Environment and Parks
recognizing Razor’s Edge as a designated trail.



This project is lead by the Friends, through our Canmore Trail Alliance program and in partnership with
the Canmore Area Mountain Bike Association. We held the first volunteers trail day September 23rd,
building approx 75m of the new connector trail. Upcoming building sessions are outlined below.

Upcoming Volunteer Projects

Razor’s Edge Connector 
The below building sessions will run from 10:00am-4:00pm. We ask that you
meet the Crew Leader at the Quaite Valley Gate either at 10:00am or 1:00pm.
You are welcome to leave the project at any time. No sign up required.

Sunday, Oct 8             Meeting time 10:00am and 1:00pm
Saturday, Oct 14         Meeting time 10:00am and 1:00pm
Sunday, Oct 22           Meeting time 10:00am and 1:00pm
Sunday, Oct 29           Meeting time 10:00am and 1:00pm
 
Meeting Location: Park and meet by Highway 1 next to the Quaite Valley Gate.
 
What to bring: Supportive footwear, gloves and bear spray, and if you haven't already filled out the
Volunteer Agreement Form this year, here it is.
 
If the weather doesn’t cooperate on one of the above trail building sessions, we’ll post the cancellation
on the Friends of Kananaskis and Canmore Trail Alliance websites and Facebook pages.
 
Chester-Sawmill Winter Trail - Sat, Sept 30 & Sun,
Oct 1
We’re ready to start working on the new approved
winter trails for the Chester-Sawmill Winter Trails
System. The majority of this work will include brushing
overgrown ski or forestry roads. The below picture
gives you an idea of what the trails look like. We will be
working on the trail circled on the below map.

Meeting time: 9:30am (9:30am –3:30pm)
Meeting location: Sawmill Day Use
Number of people: 12/day
 
What to expect: The level of effort will be low-
moderate and include brushing a 3m corridor by pulling
and cutting trees and shrubs.
 
SIGN UP HERE - Sign up closes at 12pm on the day
prior to the event.

http://www.kananaskis.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Quaite-1.jpg
http://www.kananaskis.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Quaite-1.jpg
http://www.kananaskis.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Friends-Liability-Waiver-1.pdf
http://www.kananaskis.org/
http://www.canmoretrailalliance.com/
http://www.kananaskis.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/PLPP-Map_Sawmill.pdf
https://app.betterimpact.com/PublicOrganization/11e52ba6-b6c5-4f2c-8f14-cfe0bd7cafc6/1


Canmore Trail Alliance
The Friends launched the Canmore Trail Alliance (CTA) in 2016 to engage trail users and local land
stewards in trail maintenance and building in the Canmore Area through community initiatives that
improve Canmore’s recreational opportunities, enhance its trail conditions, and emphasize the
importance of ecological integrity and sustainability.
 
See the CTA Website for more details
_________________________________________________________________________________

2017 Alberta Park Volunteer Conference

This year’s Volunteer Conference was hosted in the Kananaskis Region on
September 22nd to 24th. It embraced Alberta Parks’ 85th Anniversary
celebration through showcasing some of the important parks, programs and
people. On the Friday night, the focus was on the 2013 Flood, with several
great presentations, plus Gillen Daffern and our chair Derek Ryder present
to sign copies of "The Great Kananaskis Flood" book.

Alberta Parks celebrated its dedicated and diverse volunteers at this year’s
Awards Banquet, which was held Saturday Night. Making the time to recognize
volunteers and the staff who support them is an essential step in ensuring that
volunteerism continues to grow throughout the next 85 years of Alberta Parks.

It was my pleasure to attend this year's Award Banquet and recognize one of
the Friends of Kananaskis devoted volunteers - Peter Irwin. Peter received
the Provincial Facilities Enhancement Award recognizing significant
contributions to maintenance or enhancement of park facility infrastructure like
trails, signs and buildings. Peter's contribution towards rebuilding trails
damaged by the 2013 flood and the ongoing maintenance of the Kananaskis
trails system has clearly demonstrated his love and connection to Kananaskis
Country. Peter also won the Friends "Volunteer of the Year" Awards in 2014
and 2016. The Friends of Kananaskis are honoured to recognize Peter's
volunteer efforts - congratulations!

https://app.betterimpact.com/PublicOrganization/11e52ba6-b6c5-4f2c-8f14-cfe0bd7cafc6/1
http://www.canmoretrailalliance.com/


The Volunteer Leadership Award is presented to an Alberta Parks staff
member, recognizing their exceptional leadership contributing in a significant
way to the success of park volunteerism. The nominee's efforts, at a local or
provincial level, must exceed the expectations of their employment. Marie-
Pierre (MP) Chappeland, Office Manager/Volunteer Coordinator Bow Valley
Provincial Park was this year's recipient; recognized for her dedicated work and
personal connection to volunteer engagement. MP mostly works with the
Kananaskis Stewards, but we have done several joint projects with her and
she's wonderful to work with. Congratulations MP!

___________________________________________________________________________________
Volunteer Appreciation Event - October 25!

Mark your calendar, on the evening of Wednesday,
October 25 the Friends of Kananaskis Country
and Alberta Environment and Parks would like to take
this special opportunity to THANK YOU our
outstanding volunteers and members for your time,
effort, and contribution to our beloved Kananaskis
Country Trails. Giveaways, awards, free food & drinks
- we look forward to celebrating a good season of trail
stewardship.

RSVP HERE

EVENT DATE: Wednesday, October 25, 201
EVENT TIME: 6:30 – 9:00pm
EVENT LOCATION: Capitol Hill Community Association 
ADDRESS: 1521, 21 Avenue, Calgary NW
___________________________________________________________________________________
New Funders

We are grateful to have received a $1,000 donation from Enbridge to support
our volunteer Trail Stewardship program. Enbridge believes in giving back to
the communities where they live and work. Thank you for your support.

 

http://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0a44a4a729a0f94-volunteer
http://kananaskis.us4.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=6d85f5a88b9e2db3ad6136fc7&id=3a4413a625&e=0a5fddd899
http://kananaskis.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=6d85f5a88b9e2db3ad6136fc7&id=2c2901c41e&e=0a5fddd899
https://www.enbridge.com/


Mom and the kids out for a September evening stroll. Photo courtesy Alberta Environment & Parks

News from the Board -- A New Twist on Education
By Derek Ryder, Chair

A focus on Education is clearly stated in both our Mission and our Cooperating Agreement. The Friends
are always on a lookout for opportunities to do trails-related education, and to that end, are pleased to
participate in projects such as the Interpretive Trail renewal project. Our fabulously popular winter
Speaker Series (which will be back again this winter! Yipee!) also connects trail-related topics with
educational experiences from world-class speakers.

This fall, we have started to connect with a new
education partner. Hiding in Bow Valley Provincial
Park, in an old, no longer used Parks building, is the
Canadian Rockies Outdoor Learning Centre
(“CROLC”). This facility, which includes several
dormitory-style accommodations and a large center
with a commercial kitchen, is leased from Parks and
operated by the Canadian Rockies Public School
(“CRPS”) system. CRPS is the Board that manages 6
schools in Banff, Canmore and Exshaw. To quote the CRPS:

The Canadian Rockies Outdoor Learning Centre is intended to be a landmark project envisioned to be a
beacon of excellence in targeted engagement of youths and an exemplar of a mandate to “engage,



educate, and train youth and/or adult leaders of environmental or transformational education, inclusion
and outdoor recreation programs that meet the vision of Alberta Parks.”

The CROLC strives to lead the country in innovative, experiential education
programs that empower youth through connection to their natural and cultural
heritage, and features leadership and extensive environmental stewardship in their
training programs. To that end, this month the Friends partnered with the CROLC to
teach trail building skills to Grade 7 leadership participants from Banff Community
High School.

I had the privilege of spending 90 minutes with each of four
groups of 12 kids, talking about trail design, sustainability and
volunteer leadership, then leading them on a small construction
project on a real trail near the CROLC building. I got them using
typical trail building tools including Macleods, rakes, shovels,
pitchforks and loppers. We talked sustainable trail design, what
they liked to see in hiking, biking, skiing or riding trails, and how
that translated to field practices. The kids dug trail, got dirty, had
fun, and learned about teamwork and leadership in the process.

There is a lot of potential in this partnership. The trail we worked on has lots of building opportunities
that cover all kinds of trail building skills and challenges, and those challenges are appropriate to kids
Grades 6 & up. And that’s just the trail building side. We’re also looking at creating opportunities for you,
our volunteers, to participate in other areas, too, including ecological education, their "Bow Valley Active
Stewardship" course, and the CALM (Career and Life Management) curriculum courses.

You can read more about the CROLC and the types of programs it delivers here, and more about the
CRPS School District here.
 

Alberta Parks wants your input on several issues!

Right now, there are not one, or two, but THREE topics Alberta Parks planners
want your input on:

1) The Trail User Survey:

If you use trails, Alberta Parks wants to hear from you. Continuing into the fall,
you're going to see the poster on the right at trailhead kiosks throughout
Kananaskis Country. It's inviting you to take part in a short, 5 min on-line survey to
find out about trail use. The data will be used to help in Park planning and
management programs.

http://olc.crps.ca/
http://www.crps.ca/


This is the first time in many years that Parks planners have collected data on who's where and what
they're up to, and it ties directly to the trails user survey work Friends volunteers did this summer. No
personal information is collected.

Have your say on how you use trails in Kananaskis. Click here to go directly to the survey site.

2) The Jura Creek Trailhead Development:

Jura Creek is a popular unofficial trail, especially so because of its
interesting geology and fun canyon crawl (at low water; pictured at right).
But the trailhead lacks any kind of parking, and this leads to people
parking in a very unsafe manner on Hwy 1A, or on the private access
road to the Graymont plant facility, which is used by large rock trucks.

The proposal involves adding a small bit of public land to Bow Valley
Provincial Park, and building a proper parking lot with washrooms and
garbage facilities. This will result in a substantial increase in safety.

The opportunity for comment closes in just a few days on September
30th. Click here for more information and find the links to submit your
feedback.

3) Redevelopment of the Lower Kananaskis River area from Barrier Lake Day Use to Canoe
Meadows
 
Even if you're not a paddler, you're probably aware that the
Lower Kananaskis River is a world-class whitewater destination.
But it's more than that, with river surfing, accessibility restricted
use at the dam area and a pretty stunning canyon ridge walk.

A new vision has been proposed for this awesome area to
improve sustainability and access for all user groups, plus
improving wildlife connectivity. It includes campground upgrades,
bike facility infrastructure, improved parking and access,
provision for drying areas for watersports equipment, improved trails and signage, creation of accessible
trails, and much more. It represents the plan for the full build-out of the area, and will plot the path for
years of work in the area.

The opportunity for comment on this one closes on October 27th. Click here to read more about the
project and find the links to offer feedback.
 

http://www.albertaparks.ca/kansurvey/
http://www.albertaparks.ca/albertaparksca/about-us/public-consultations/archives/bow-valley-provincial-park-jura-creek/
http://www.albertaparks.ca/albertaparksca/about-us/public-consultations/archives/bow-valley-provincial-park-lkr-redevelopment/


Safety in the Outdoors, Part 5
4th in a series by Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

We all want to play safe in K-Country, and in this series of articles, I’m going to cover the basics of how
to have a great day out there. Here’s some of what the series will cover:

What to KNOW before you go
What to CARRY when you go
What to WEAR to make sure your day is great
What to EAT to keep your energy up
What to THINK ABOUT while you're out
What to DO if everything falls apart and you need help.

This series is being produced with the support of Kananaskis Public Safety, and in
particular, thanks to Morgen Funston of KPS for her wisdom and suggestions.
 

What to THINK ABOUT while you're out
The previous four articles in this series have been about preparedness; being ready with a plan for what
you want to do, knowing how long it will take, what to wear while you’re doing it, what to carry with you,
and how to keep your energy up while you are out there. But when you’re finally on your adventure,
there are things you can do through your day to help keep yourself safe.

Top of the list is SITUATIONAL AWARENESS. Our natural tendency is to become a bit complacent,
especially when we’re out with our buddies having fun. But there are lots of things to be aware of that
will help you get home safely:

Watch for BEAR SIGNS. This includes fresh scat, fresh digs, recent scratching on trees, and
even ravens that seem bothered by something. I was once doing some Wildlife Ambassador work



on a trail right next to some fresh bear scat. About one-
third of the hikers didn’t even notice it. One-third saw it
but didn’t know what it was. The final third (the group you
want to be a part of) not only noticed it but tried to figure
out what it could tell them about what bears were eating,
and how recently they were there.
In bear country, be particularly vigilant when THINGS
CHANGE on the trail. Going from the forest to a meadow,
or vice versa? Yell “Yo bear!” Does the trail now take you
next to a loud creek. Yell “Yo, bear!” louder and more frequently. Suddenly walking through a sea
of cow parsnip or other bear food? Yell “Yo, bear!” Making noise regularly is a good thing; making
it when the potential a bear is nearby is essential.
Watch for WEATHER CHANGES. Are the clouds building into a thunderstorm? Is the light
dropping because the clouds are getting thicker? Can you see rain in the distance heading your
way? Did the wind just pick up suddenly? All of these and more suggest your once beautiful day
is turning not so beautiful, and may encourage you to change or even abort your plan for the day.
All rivers you can paddle get seasonal water level changes, which can make an easy day you had
last fall much harder in mid-summer. Be aware of WATER DEPTH and VELOCITY. Paddlers get
the mantra “If in doubt, scout” drilled into their heads for a reason.
Recent rains can make that dry trail you biked last week muddy and treacherous this week. What
can you look for to assess conditions early in your ride that may cause you to ride differently
today?

Sometimes when we’re out hiking, it looks tempting to scramble
up something. Always remember its EASIER TO GO UP THAN
GO DOWN. Down-climbing is difficult at best, and downright
treacherous if you can’t see the footholds below you. The Heart
Creek Horseshoe scramble, for instance, is always done
counter-clockwise to avoid down-climbing a sheer rock face.
The Tent Horseshoe, pictured at right, is done clockwise for the
same reasons. Far more rescues result from people descending
than ascending (on a bike, too). I often see people struggling to
get down after having climbed something, often trying to do it with their backs to the slope, which usually
doesn’t end well. Even seemingly benign spots like the waterfall in Grotto Canyon see incidents
because people have trouble coming down. Not going up in the first place is safer than not being able to
get down.

Never forget that TURNING BACK is always an option – and “back” is sometimes “up”. When I
scrambled Cascade Mountain in Banff years ago, I got confused on the route down. I had to re-climb
150 m of descent to get to where I should have been – but continuing on the wrong path would have
cliffed me out in a spot several people have died. Continuing down if you’re off route – in the hope things
will get better – rarely ends well. I have lost track of the number of summits I have “nearly made” but
didn’t because I turned back. Adventurer Will Gadd says he turns back almost half the time on things he
tries. And in case you haven't noticed, you won't ever find the sign to the right anywhere in K-Country.



You have to make that judgement yourself.

Always monitor how you and anyone you’re with is doing, and act
accordingly. It’s rare to have riding, hiking, skiing or paddling partners
that are exactly your ability and have the exact same risk tolerance. They
may be faster, slower, in better shape, out of shape, need more or fewer
breaks, or any of a myriad of other things. So when you’re out with your
buddies, WORK AS A TEAM:

Support each other (it’s OK to push each other a bit, but only a bit).
Regularly health-check each other.
Always go at the speed of the slowest, not the fastest.
When you hike with folks, follow the “Rule of 6” – never more than 6 meters between any two
hikers. This puts everyone within earshot, and makes you look like a “group” to any nearby bears.
Stay together. If one person doesn’t feel comfortable doing something, its almost always best if no
one does it.

Research clearly shows team decisions are always better than those of the individuals, so always work
together. 

There are a number of places in Kananaskis where route options are plentiful, so you need to know
WHICH TRAIL to take at intersections, or above tree line – both coming and going. If “two roads diverge
in the woods”, do you really want to take the one “less travelled by?” If you’re on a less travelled path,
double down your efforts to look back while you’re heading up, so that you can stay on route on your
way back down. This is especially important for scramblers, with a significant number of rescues caused
by people going off-route on the descent.

A key focus should be NOT TO MAKE A BAD SITUATION WORSE by your actions. Public Safety is full
of stories of people who, in their haste to get out of a problem situation, make poor choices that make
things worse. If stuff is going south, STOP. Work with your team to come up with a solution. Dip into your
emergency kits for warmth, or sustenance, or light, or tools, or information that can help you make better
decisions. Haste, or a singular focus on bagging that summit or doing that whole ride, may end very
badly indeed.

In working safety investigations in industry and in the aviation world, I have learned that “People don’t
die because something went wrong”. One thing going wrong is an “oops”. Two things is usually a near
miss, three broken stuff, four broken people and more than four is very serious indeed. The challenge is
some of those things that can go wrong (like the weather) aren’t in your control. A moderate scramble
stops being moderate if a driving rainstorm suddenly appears. A long mountain bike ride with a flat tire
can become a really long day if you don’t have a repair kit. Hiking in the dark (intentionally or
unintentionally) is much more challenging than in the light, even with that headlamp in your emergency
kit. Skiing in powder on one ski because of a broken binding is mighty slow (and painful). The goal is to
CONTROL THE RISKS YOU CAN CONTROL, and BE PREPARED FOR THOSE YOU CAN’T. Don’t
let your “oops” turn into a rescue.



But sometimes (to quote Robert Burns), even “the best laid
plans of mice and men go oft awry”. In the last in this series
next month, we’ll tell you what to do if you need Kananaskis
Public Safety to get you out of the trouble you’re in.

In summary for what to THINK ABOUT WHILE YOU'RE OUT:

Be aware of your surroundings; watch for bear signs
and weather changes;
Make mental or other notes as you go to find your route on the way back;
Climbing up is easier than getting down;
Turning back is always an option, and “back” is sometimes “up”
Work as a team with your outdoor partners;
Try not to make a bad situation worse;
Reduce the risks you can control, and be prepared for those risks you can’t.

 

The Critters of K-Country: Northern Flicker
23rd in a series by Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

It's big, it's loud, it's common, and it's pretty obvious. The 2nd largest member of the woodpecker family,



the Northern Flicker can be seen all over Kananaskis Country.

While they are a woodpecker, and do drill holes in tree cavities
for nests and for food, plus strip back off trees, you will also
often see them on the ground, foraging for ants. They love ants,
which they pick up with their large sticky tongue. And they don't
just eat ants; they also squish them and preen themselves using
dead ants. The formic acid in ants kills parasites that can live in
their feathers. They also take dust baths in ant hills for the same
reason.

They have a very distinct, loud call that can be heard from quite
a distance: a rapid wick-wick-wick-wick that's repeated several
times. It's occasionally a territorial call, and occasionally a
mating call, but they are generally a pretty vocal bird. They have
a similar call to a Pileated Woodpecker, but Flickers don't drum
on trees, so when you hear the call, listen for a drum. While
Flickers do migrate and are much more common March to

September, I have seen flickers around my house every month of the year. Some overwinter in southern
BC, so they don't migrate far.

There are two sub-species of Northern Flicker, a "Yellow Shafted" with a yellow throat, black moustache
and yellow underwings, and a "Red Shafted", with a red moustache, grey throat and pink underwings.
The colours are more pronounced on the males. But... they interbreed, and I have never caught a photo
of a flicker that wasn't a hybrid of some sort.

Your Donations are Always Appreciated and Needed



 
We are pleased to recognize the contributions of the Calgary Foundation, FortisAlberta, TransAlta, Banff
Canmore Community Foundation, Patagonia Elements, Husky Energy, and the many individual donors
and clubs & organizations who support our work.

There are many ways to express your gratitude for Kananaskis Country and we are always grateful for
contributions that help us maintain our programs, operations and restore flood damaged trails. Friends
of Kananaskis Country is a registered charity in good standing and we provide charitable receipts for
donations over $25.00. You can reach us directly by mail at the address below, through the donations
link on our website, through ATB Cares, or CanadaHelps. Thank you for your support!

Friends of Kananaskis Country
201-800 Railway Avenue
Canmore, AB  T1W 1P1
403-678-5593
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